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Introduction
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC or 
Commission), in a 3-2 vote, passed rules to regulate 
data privacy and security practices of most internet 
service providers (ISPs) (also known by the Commission 
as broadband internet access service (BIAS) providers) 
insofar as they are providing such services. We previously 
wrote about the Commission’s initial proposed rule 
(NPRM) in this regard (available here). The NPRM was 
criticized by industry experts, and even the Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC), as inconsistent with data privacy 
standards applicable to other internet-based services, 
such as social media platforms and search engines. The 
FCC responded that these criticisms failed to appreciate 
the unique role of telecommunications providers and the 
mandate of Section 222 of the Telecommunications Act 
to protect the confidentiality and privacy of customer 
data related to telecommunications network services.

Nonetheless, the revised FCC framework, as summarized 
in its fact sheet (available here), strives to be somewhat 
more consistent with the FTC approach to privacy and 
data security, but with special considerations for the 
telecom industry and industry members’ unique role 
as communications carriers. This includes relaxing 
security requirements to primarily a “best practices” 
recommendation; adopting the FTC’s framework for 
de-identification, tweaked to require also device de-
identification; and applying a sensitivity-based customer 
choice framework. However, the FCC departs from the 
FTC’s approach to sensitive information by treating 
web browsing and application use data as sensitive – 
consistent with the FCC’s view that an FCC-regulated 
communications carrier has unique gatekeeper access 
and responsibilities that are not necessarily applicable 
to its other lines of business, or to the activities of edge 
networks that are not regulated by the FCC and have 
a more limited view into internet traffic. The result is 

an express consent, opt-in scheme for usage data. 
This includes its use for interest-based or behavioral 
advertising (IBA), which employs usage data to target 
users with relevant ads, applicable to BIAS providers, 
while other internet services (e.g., search engines, 
websites, social media platforms and other “edge 
networks”) operate under a notice and opt-out self-
regulatory system for IBA (see www.aboutads.info). 

The revised proposed rule was adopted on Oct. 27, 2016, 
and published as the final rule to the Federal Register 
on Nov. 2, 2016 (Privacy Rule). Although the fate of 
the Privacy Rule, and the Commission’s 2015 Open 
Internet Order from which the Commission’s authority to 
issue the Privacy Rule is largely derived, may come into 
question under the Trump administration and as new 
commissioners are appointed, as of now the Privacy Rule 
became effective in part as early as Dec. 2, 2016, with 
other provisions set to phase in throughout 2017. 

Definitions of BIAS Providers, Customers 
and Customer Proprietary Information
First, the definition of BIAS provider remains somewhat 
limited. Under the Open Internet Order, a BIAS provider 
is “a mass-market retail service by wave or radio 
that provides the capabilities to transmit data to and 
enable operation of the communications service” and 
its functional equivalents. However, the Commission 
excluded from the definition both dial-up internet 
access service and “premises operators such as coffee 
shops, book stores, airlines, private end-user networks 
(e.g., libraries and universities, and other businesses 
that acquire broadband Internet access service from 
a broadband provider to enable patrons to access the 
Internet from their respective establishments.” Where 
a premises operator or other enterprise is the sole 
subscriber to a BIAS provider’s service, the Commission 
treats all persons on the subscription as customers 
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whose data is protected by the Privacy Rule, but 
permits the treatment of “the subscriber as the person 
with authority to make privacy choices for all users of 
the service.” However, the FCC “encourage[s] carriers 
to give users [of enterprise accounts] individualized 
privacy controls. The Privacy Rule broadly defines a 
“customer” to include current and former subscribers 
as well as applicants and potential subscribers, and 
requires a BIAS provider to extend protections to 
the applicants’ and potential subscribers’ customer 
proprietary information. The customer proprietary 
information (customer PI) is categorized as personally 
identifiable information (PII), personally identifiable 
customer proprietary network information (CPNI) and/
or the content of communications. Personally identifiable 
means the information is linked or reasonably linkable 
to an individual or device. This treatment of device 
identification as personally identifiable is one of several 
examples of the FCC being more protective of consumer 
privacy than is typically the case under FTC privacy 
standards. The FCC looked to the FTC’s 2012 de-
identification test and provided that the restrictions on 
use and sharing of customer PI would not apply if de-
identification was done in a manner in which the provider 
(1) determines that the information is not reasonably 
linkable to an individual or device; (2) publicly commits 
to maintain and use the data in a non-individually 
identifiable fashion and to not attempt to re-identify the 
data; and (3) contractually prohibits an entity to which 
it discloses or permits access to the de-identified data 
from attempting to re-identify the data [unless the data 
is “highly aggregated summary statistics that cannot be 
disaggregated”]. Finally, the regulation of BIAS providers 
is limited to their provisions of BIAS, and “do[es] not 
govern information that BIAS providers obtain by virtue of 
providing other non-telecommunications services, such 
as edge services that the BIAS provider may offer like 
email, websites, cloud storage solutions, social media 
sites, music streaming services and video streaming 
services ….” In other words, what is regulated is the 
gatekeeper activities of providing network access, 
where that “gatekeeper position allows them to see 
every packet that a consumer sends and receives over 
the Internet while on the network, including, absent 
encryption, its contents.” 

Notice of Privacy Practices
While noting that the FCC is flexible in format for the 
notice of privacy practices, BIAS providers are required 
to reasonably, clearly, conspicuously and meaningfully 
inform customers about what customer PI the providers 
collect, how they use it and under what circumstances 
they share it. Providers must also provide information 

about customer choices (opt-ins and opt-outs) for the 
use or sharing of information. Providers must also present 
this information at the point of sale prior to purchase 
of service. Although the FCC rejected period notice 
requirements (e.g., sending annual or biannual notices), 
providers must make the privacy notice consistently 
available. If there are material changes to the privacy 
notice, customers must be given advance notice via 
email or other means agreed upon by the customer. 
This notice requirement goes hand in hand with the 
FCC’s requirement of consent for material retrospective 
changes, discussed further below.

The notice of privacy practices must also specify and 
describe

 A the types of customer PI that the carrier collects by 
virtue of its provision of service, and how the carrier 
uses that information;

 A under what circumstances a carrier discloses or 
permits access to each type of customer PI that it 
collects, including the categories of entities to which 
the carrier discloses or permits access to customer 
PI and the purposes for which the customer PI will 
be used by each category of entities (categories as 
defined and described by the FTC); and

 A how customers can exercise their privacy choices.

In explaining customers’ opt-in and opt-out rights with 
respect to their own customer PI, providers must specify 
that the denial of approval to use, disclose or permit 
access to customer PI, for purposes other than providing 
telecommunications services, will not affect the provision 
of the telecommunications services of which they are a 
customer. BIAS providers may, however, make neutral 
statements regarding the effect of a denial of approval to 
use, disclose or permit access to customer PI for purposes 
other than providing telecommunications services.

In order to relieve the burden of notice and choice 
provision formats and notices, the FCC has charged the 
Consumer Advisory Committee with formulating, by June 
1, 2017, a standardized notice format that can serve as a 
safe harbor.

Consent Regarding Use and Sharing of 
Sensitive and Nonsensitive Information
The FCC adopts a sensitivity framework instead of its 
originally proposed purpose paradigm in the final rule. 
BIAS providers must have express, informed, opt-in 
consent for use and sharing of sensitive customer PI. 
Sensitive customer PI includes precise geo-location, 
health, financial and children’s information; Social 
Security number, content; and web browsing and 
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application usage and their functional equivalents. For 
voice providers, call details are considered sensitive 
customer PI. For nonsensitive customer PI, BIAS 
providers may rely on either opt-out or opt-in consent for 
use and sharing. Furthermore, the options (opt-out and 
opt-in) must be persistent and adjustable over time at 
the customer’s election. Any material retroactive changes 
to handling of customer PI, regardless of sensitivity, 
require opt-in consent. Exempted from the customer 
choice requirements are usage and sharing of customer 
PI to the extent necessary to provide the underlying 
telecommunications service, for billing and collection, 
and where permitted or required by applicable law. 
Finally, the final rule eliminates the proposed provision 
requiring that BIAS providers keep records of use of 
customer PI and periodically provide compliance reports 
to the FCC.

Data Security 
The FCC explores various methods of data security 
without specifically requiring practices. The FCC touches 
on authentication and encryption and overall emphasizes 
reasonable measures for an entity to secure customer PI. 
The security practices must be appropriate for the entity’s 
size, its nature and the scope of the entity’s activities; 
the sensitivity of the data; and the technical feasibility. 
The FCC rule harmonizes with the NIST Cybersecurity 
Framework and additionally recommends BIAS providers 
utilize the Communications Security, Reliability and 
Interoperability Council’s work on communications 
security. The FCC echoes the FTC’s recommendation 
that entities develop and maintain a written information 
security program, against which the security can be 
measured. 

Data Breach Rule
The BIAS provider data breach notification rule includes 
a risk-of-harm analysis. If no harm to customers is 
reasonably likely to occur as a result of the breach, 
notification to regulatory bodies is not required. However, 
the FCC’s definition of harm includes emotional and 
physical harm, and is not restricted to financial injury 
or identity theft resulting from higher risk to Social 
Security numbers or financial information. Furthermore, 
the FCC adopts a rebuttable presumption of harm for 
sensitive customer PI. Unlike many states which exempt 
encrypted information from the ambit of the law, the FCC 
specifically notes that the analysis of a risk of harm from 
acquisition, use or disclosure of encrypted information 
relies on an assessment of the reasonable likelihood of 
decryption of that information. 

The rule defines a breach as any instance in which a 
person, without authorization or exceeding authorization, 
has gained access to, used or disclosed customer 
proprietary information.

For breaches affecting fewer than 5,000 customers, 
carriers must notify the FCC without unreasonable 
delay and within 30 days of the carrier’s reasonable 
determination that a breach has occurred. For breaches 
affecting 5,000 customers or more, carriers must notify 
the FCC, U.S. Secret Service and Federal Bureau of 
Investigation within seven days of reasonably determining 
that a breach has occurred and at least three days before 
notifying customers. A reasonable determination is made 
when the carrier finds that a breach has more likely than 
not occurred. Customers must be notified within 30 
days of a reasonable determination that a breach has 
occurred.

The data breach notification rule specifies both content 
of the notice and method of notice. BIAS providers 
must keep copies of the customer notifications, date of 
incident and date of notification for two years after the 
reasonable determination of the breach.

Take It or Leave It
The FCC fully adopts its NPRM prohibition of take-it-or-
leave-it offers requiring consent to data sharing and use 
that are not necessary to provide services as a condition 
of obtaining the services. 

Discounts and Incentives
The FCC acknowledged that “it is not unusual for 
businesses to give customers benefits in exchange 
for their personal information,” but adopts heightened 
notice requirements for discounts and other incentives 
in exchange for customers’ express affirmative consent 
to the use and sharing of their customer PI to the extent 
it is not necessary to operate the service. Notice of the 
terms of any financial consent incentive program must 
(1) be clear and conspicuous and be provided at least 
both at the time the program is offered and when a 
customer elects to participate; and (2) provide at least as 
prominent information about an equivalent plan that does 
not require consent. The consent to use and/or sharing 
of any kind of customer PI (regardless of sensitivity), in 
exchange for a financial incentive, must be express opt-
in, and the provider must provide a persistent, ongoing, 
easy-to-use mechanism for customers to change their 
program participation at any time. 
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Mandatory Arbitration/Dispute Resolution
As previously noted, the FCC intended to turn to 
mandatory arbitration requirements in communications 
services contracts. Instead, the FCC will now address the 
issue in new rule-making, due February 2017. The FCC 
noted that the record to date gives it “serious concerns 
about the impact on consumers from mandatory 
arbitration provisions ….” 

Effective Dates
 A The Notice and Choice provisions of the Privacy Rule 
take effect within one year of the date of publication 
(Nov. 2, 2016) or of the Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) 
approval, whichever is the later date. 

 A The Breach Notification provisions of this rule take 
effect within six months of the date of publication or of 
the PRA approval, whichever is later. 

 A The Data Security provisions take effect within 90 
days of publication to the Federal Register (i.e., Feb. 1, 
2017). 

 A “Take it or leave it” prohibition provisions take effect 
within 30 days of publication to the Federal Register 
(Dec. 2, 2016).

Conclusion
Despite some softening of the rule, a criticism that the 
FCC’s approach to privacy and data security regulation 
of BIAS providers and other telecommunications 
carriers puts them in a comparative and competitive 
disadvantage compared with competitors that are 
not providing BIAS, particularly in advertising to 
customers based on customer data usage (i.e., 
IBA), can still be made.  The FCC, however, used its 
sectorial statutory authority under Section 222 of the 
Communications Act to “protect[] the privacy of the 
data that all telecommunications carriers collect from 
their customers” to do so, and specifically restricted the 
application of the restrictions on the provision of BIAS, 
and not non-BIAS, services offered by BIAS providers. 
So it is limited to that, and certainly should not be seen 
as suggesting that things like the expanded definition 
of sensitive information for purposes of determining 
the appropriate level of consumer choice has any 
applicability to non-BIAS services or providers. 

As we approach 2017, BIAS providers should take 
stock of their notice and choice practices, data usage 
and sharing (especially interest-based advertising), and 
data security and data breach preparedness in order to 
ensure compliance with the new Privacy Rule. We will 
be monitoring the rollout of the Privacy Rule, and its 
potential rollback under a new administration.


